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Reflections: 
The University of Toronto Women in House Program provided me with an experience I will not soon forget. 
We arrived in Ottawa amidst the cool weather and high emotions over the recent budget release. The excitement 
was audible and I could not wait to begin.  

One of my favourite parts was our discussion with Justice Abella of the Supreme Court. Not only is her 
legal history impressive and inspiring her personality was bright and welcoming. She entered with a smile ear to 
ear and dispelled my nervousness by cracking jokes and encouraging us to ask questions. Her advice centered 
around not caring what others think, being a strong-willed hard worker and focusing on where you are not what 
your end goal is. As someone who occasionally finds herself heavily focused on one path and where I want to 
end up the latter was particularly encouraging to me. The determination, sincerity, “chutzpah” and hilarity of 
Justice Abella is something I will always remember.  

During our reception we had multiple MPs give speeches on what being a woman in government meant 
to them. One poignant moment for me was when MP Salma Zahid spoke of a time when she was campaigning 
and someone said to her “Have all the decent men died?”. This was not the only instance of inequality talked 
about. Many others faced similar situations in their journeys to government. Not only does it represent the 
struggle faced by woman acting in government; it highlights the deeply engrained misogyny still present in the 
minds of many citizens. If we do not alter how we see a woman’s role in society we will not see them fit to have 
the highest jobs in the country. 

During my day of shadowing MP Sonia Sidhu I was particularly excited to sit in while she was part of a 
Health Committee on the health effects of violent pornography. Health issues in Canada are important to me so 
being able to witness a committee discuss an issue facing Canadians was a unique opportunity. This discussion 
allowed me to gain insight into the effects of violent pornography on individual health and how it changes how 
society views women. The latter particularly because women are often on the receiving end of the violence. 

FI concluded my day by watching parliament during a question and answer period and voting session. 
This was something I had never seen before so watching from the gallery I found it quite exceptional. Even 
though female representation has increased in recent years one of the first things I noticed was the lack of 
women. Of the 338 MPs, there were 88 women spread throughout. Physically seeing this inequality helped me 
to realize the great problems facing women in government. Not only was it a lack of women but a lack of other 
races and cultures as well. When I think back to how Canada is viewed as the beacon of multiculturalism to see 
this lack of representation in the most important legislative body forces difficult questions on how we view 
ourselves and Canada’s identity.  

If I took one lesson from this opportunity it is the importance changing how we treat women in society 
that will be the game changer in politics. Until we fully acknowledge through our laws, norms and attitudes that 
a woman is just as capable as a man is we will not have equal representation. Until men see that a woman is just 
as good a leader (if not a better) we will not have equal representation. Until women can see it in themselves 
that they are just as capable we will not have equal representation. However, if there is something else I learned 
from the trip it is that representation is vastly improving. I see a future very near where equal representation of 
women in Parliament is a reality and programs like this only further the cause. 
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To bridge the gap between the academic approach to our 
Canadian political system and the actuality of its processes 
was a great result of participation in the Women in House 
Program. Ms. Dzerowicz and her female peers operate every 
day within a system designed and developed for men, 
resulting in the perhaps unintentional marginalization of not 
only the female Other, but also the racialized, disabled, and 
queer Other.  
 
The 2017 Budget launched the day before our arrival aims to 
address these issues—Ms. Dzerowicz points to its status as 
the first budget to be created within the frame of 
empowerment and gender, arguing the necessity of such an 
approach to government in the future. Such ideas were 
echoed by other actors, including Supreme Court justice 
Rosalie Abella, who advocated issues of equity, 
representation, and acting in the interest of “a Canada of the 
future”.  
 
Both my peers and I were struck several times throughout the day at such a lack of equal representation—we 
began our day at a meeting of the Foreign Affairs Committee, which, of ten members, only one is female. 
Though a very interesting committee to attend, offering an accurate depiction of what really goes on in 
government, such a meeting was a physical representation of just how far we still have to go. Again at Question 
Period we saw this issue, with fewer than a quarter of all MPs being women, and even fewer representing other 
marginalized groups. The desire to develop past this was evident in the passing of Motion 103 that day, which 
will address issues of Islamophobia in Canada. 
 
Ms. Dzerowicz, operating every day within this system, is always aware of her gender’s limited representation, 
but argues that one must straddle the desire to change such a system as well as the necessity of effectively 
representing a constituency within the system already built. The experience of watching women such as Ms. 
Dzerowicz work toward a more representative future was a definite pleasure and an excellent opportunity. 
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Reflections: 
The U of T Women in House Program has been an unforgettable and incredibly rewarding experience. On the 
first day in Ottawa, we had the rare privilege of having a lively discussion with Supreme Court Justice, Rosalie 
Abella. She shared her personal experiences as one of the very few women that took up a career in law in her 
earlier days.  She told us how her family sought safe haven in Canada in the 1950s as Jewish refugees. After her 
father, who was a lawyer, was denied practicing law in Canada, Justice Abella made it her life’s mission to 
become one herself. It was remarkable to hear about her unwavering commitment to her goals despite her 
unorthodox choices as a woman at the time. She told us that she refused to follow the conventional path and 
instead, she followed her own. Her vibrant personality and the strength of her character was truly inspirational. 
 
At the welcome reception, we had the opportunity to speak with numerous female parliamentarians. The 
speeches given by the MPs gave a sense of the realities and challenges in politics but at the same time conveyed 
messages of female strength, competence, and perseverance. It was refreshing to see the positivity and support 
shared by all the MPs despite having different political affiliations.  
 
On the next day, a fellow U of T Women in House participant and I were greeted with a warm welcome from 
one of MP Zahid’s staffers. We made our way to observe a meeting held by the Standing Committee on Foreign 
Affairs and International Development. As an International Relations student, it was captivating to be able to 
listen into a discussion on the current situation in Eastern Europe, particularly focusing on the Ukrainian crisis 
and subduing Russian influence. Although, I couldn’t help but notice that the entire round table had merely two 
sitting women. It was one of many testaments of the underrepresentation of women in Canadian politics. 
 
Next, we met with MP Zahid. We had an enriching conversation in her office, had lunch together, and toured 
through Parliament. She told us about her journey into politics and the challenges that she faced as a woman 
throughout this journey. As a Muslim South-Asian, I was able to relate to the condescending remarks that she 
faced (although I’m sure her experiences were much more amplified). Regardless of some of her family’s 
expectations of her to get married at a young age, her father was adamant when it came to her education and he 
was extremely supportive when she pursued her graduate studies in London. Like hers, my father is also my 
biggest supporter. We talked about how different things would be if all men recognized the boundless 
capabilities of women, like our fathers did. Through some of our shared experiences, I felt that I was able to 
connect with MP Zahid. It was obvious that she was extremely passionate about what she does. 
 
Question period was relatively more discouraging with its insolent back-and-forth shouting and heckling. I 
questioned the level of attainable progress if a productive dialogue could not be maintained. Finally, after 
question period, I witnessed the MPs vote on Motion 103, a motion condemning Islamophobia, which was 
passed with nearly all Liberals and NDPs voting in favour. As a whole, the experiences I had during the U of T 
Women in House Program were truly one of a kind and eye-opening. I am thankful for Tina Park for organizing 
this incredible program and all the MPs for dedicated their time to us. 
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 The Women in House program was an incredible honour to participate in – I have done nothing but gush 
about it since we returned from Ottawa! Having the opportunity to watch Canada’s female political 
powerhouses at work was invaluably inspiring and undoubtedly fostered political ambitions in all who attended.  
 I had the privilege of shadowing Ms. Iqra Khalid, MP for Erin Mills-Mississauga. The day of shadowing 
was by happenstance a perfect day to be involved with Ms. Khalid’s work, as the house was voting on a private 
member’s motion of hers – M-103. M-103 is a motion against systematic racism and religious discrimination, 
with an eye to addressing the horrific cycle of Islamophobia and other forms of religious or racial intolerance 
that have become more prevalent of late. It is for this reason and many others that Ms. Khalid was an especially 
inspiring mentor to shadow, and why it was so rewarding to watch the House vote in favour of her motion.  
 My day started by meeting Ms. Khalid at her office. We received a warm welcome by Ms. Khalid and 
her staff, all of which were kind, accommodating and generous with their time. Ms. Khalid ushered us into her 
office and answered our many questions in a kind, relaxed and down to earth manner – I must again emphasize 
how welcoming this experience was. In all interactions with the Member and her staff, they made every effort to 
make us feel comfortable and heard. After only a short while of questions a flashing light and faint alarm 
sounded: a vote had been called! Ms. Khalid explained that this light indicated that a Member had called a vote 
and all MPs on the Hill now had 30 minutes to get to the House to vote. We rushed over and waited in the 
House of Commons private reception area while Ms. Khalid took her seat in the house. This gave us a firsthand 
view of how votes in the House take place, while many of our personal political heroes, MPs, and Ministers 
were only a few feet away! 
 After the impromptu vote, Ms. Khalid had to rush off to a meeting and we were given a tour of Centre 
Block by her generous staff. It was interesting and topical to learn the ins and outs of life in the House and the 
Senate as we were in such a position to see it firsthand. We then had the honour of sitting in on a committee 
addressing international development issues, giving us the ability to see how problems are researched and 
solved at the committed level in order to develop evidence-based policy. As interesting as this was, far and 
away my favourite part of the day was what came next: Question Period! As we sat in the gallery, it was telling 
and humbling to watch Canada’s representatives discuss current policy choices. This experience really 
solidified my belief that Members work their hardest to represent the values of their constituents.  
 Following Question Period, we had the honour to watch Ms. Khalid’s motion achieve the approval of 
the House. It was a humbling and emotional experience to see the fruition of such an effort for equality, and 
how proud Ms. Khalid, her staff, and other MPs were of the accomplishment. For me, this was a clear indication 
of women’s value in politics. After discussing the disadvantages of politics being a “boy’s game” with Ms. 
Khalid only a few hours prior, watching her achieve a victory in the House was a truly rewarding experience. 
This is only one of countless examples seen on this trip of why women need equality in politics – it promotes 
the equality and value of all. As we recounted so many times on this trip: add women, change politics! 
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I was drawn to participating in the University of Toronto Women in 

House program for two reasons: First, as a political science student, the 
opportunity to shadow an MP and see the workings of government at its top 
level would be an extremely relevant experience. Second,  as a woman who 
plans to enter politics and a person for whom equality and diversity in 
government are two extremely important issues, a chance to witness the activities of a female Member of 
Parliament and speak to her about the challenges she faces, was not an opportunity I could turn down. 

 
On our first day in Ottawa we were given the chance to have a question period with Supreme Court Justice 

Abella. As I plan to become a Crown Prosecutor and work in the criminal justice system, I was extremely 
excited. This experience was one of my favorite aspects of the trip. Justice Abella was kind, and funny and 
genuinely interested in our questions. She inspired us to strive to be happy, instead of focusing solely on being 
successful. This is an experience I will never forget. 

 
Following our meeting with Justice Abella, we attended a reception with some of the participating MPs. I 

met MP Anita Vandenbeld, from the Ottawa West-Nepean riding. She spoke to me about her time working for 
the United Nations, and the challenges she faces as a female MP. She spent her time answering my questions 
and showing me the importance of women in politics. Later on in the reception, I had the chance to meet 
Elizabeth May, leader of the Green Party. As child, watching the debates during elections, May was the only 
women on the stage. Watching her career and her achievements has always been part of what inspired me to 
enter politics and the chance to meet her really was amazing. 

 
The next day I met my MP, Pam Damoff, at the Status of Women committee meeting. MP Damoff is the 

vice chair of the committee and I was extremely glad that part of our day consisted of this meeting. The minister 
of the Status of Women, Maryam Monsef would be present, making this meeting even more interesting. 
Watching the female MPs during this meeting confirmed for me that a career in politics is what I want for my 
life. I have always been interested in politics, but this meeting made it a definite. The issues they discussed and 
the progress being made showed me that I want to be part of this. I also attended another committee meeting 
where MP’s debated new legislation on maternity leave.  

 
At the end of the day I witnessed the Canadian Government vote on Motion 103. This motion calls on the 

Canadian government to condemn Islamophobia, and all forms of systemic racism and religious discrimination. 
As I watched MP Damoff vote in favour of the bill, I realized how fortunate I am to, not only shadow a women 
I admire, but be part of a society that strives to promote diversity. I was fortunate enough to be paired with an 
MP who was clearly incredibly hardworking and passionate. I cannot thank MP Damoff enough for answering 
all my questions and inspiring me to strive to bring about change in Canadian Society. 

 
Participating in the University of Toronto’s Women in House Program 2017 was an amazing experience. I 

will not soon forget the friends I made, the MP’s who inspired me and the ambition to work for a better 
Canadian Society, that this program provided me with.  


